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Abstract 
 
 This paper offers an analysis of the three Pomak deictics, -s-, -t- and -n-, which are 
used for both spatial and temporal-modal reference in nominals. This analysis is based on 
first-hand data from Pomak, a Balkan Slavic vernacular spoken in Greece (Xanthi 
prefecture). Following Culioli's framework (1971, 1978, and 1990) I propose that in this 
Pomak vernacular the spatial set of uses is triggered when the process situation is identical to 
the utterance situation (Sit2=Sit0), in which case the three deictics are organized around the 
distance between the referent and the speaker or the addressee, as in other person oriented 
systems, described e.g. by Anderson and Keenan (1985). When the process situation is 
different (Si2≠Sit0) or has no relation (Sit2 ωSit0) to the utterance situation, the temporal-
modal set of uses is triggered, with a distinction between realis (with a further past vs. future 
distinction) vs. irrealis. These deictics also extend to clause-combining, as they partake in the 
formation of relative pronouns and temporal subordinators. The extensive temporal uses in 
Xanthi Pomak are analyzed here as an innovative use of a possibility available in the 
diasystem and partially encountered in other closely-related Balkan Slavic languages. 
Beyond the interest these data present for Slavic studies, the rich temporal uses of the Pomak 
deictics also contribute to typological research on overtly tensed nominals, as addressed by 
Lecarme (1999, 2004), and Nordlinger & Sadler (2004).   
 
Keywords: Deixis; Definite articles; Tensed nominals; Pomak; Balkan Slavic; Greece 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This paper analyses three deictics (-s-, -t- and -n-) used for spatio-pragmatic and temporal-
modal reference in nominals in Pomak, a Balkan Slavic vernacular spoken in Greece (Xanthi 
prefecture). These deictics, used among others in noun modifiers such as definite articles and 
demonstratives, have two sets of uses, as briefly illustrated in (1a), (1b) and (1c):  
 

(1) a. ´kote-so 
  cat-DEF.S 

        'The cat (close to the speaker, here and now).' (E-F2-30) 1

                                                 
1 Note that when stressed the vowels /o/, /e/, /a/ are diphthongized [u´o], [j´e], [j´a]. Each example is followed by 
a description of the context specifying whether the example is spontaneous (S) or elicited (E). The speaker’s 
gender, male (M) and female (F), is followed by an identification number valid for this paper, and by the age of 
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b. ´kote-to  
 cat- DEF.A/PAST  

       'The cat (close to the addressee or realis past).'(E-F2-30) 
 

c. ´kote-no 
 cat-DEF.D/FUT/IRR/HAB 

       'The cat (distal, realis future, irrealis or habitual).' (E-F2-30) 
 
The situational anchoring framework elaborated by Culioli (1971, 1978, and 1990) can 
successfully account for the distribution of the spatial and temporal-modal uses of the Xanthi 
Pomak deictics. According to this approach the process situation (Sit2) is always related to 
the utterance situation (Sit0), defined by two components: the utterer, and the space and time 
of the utterance and the process. In this paper, I will show that in this Pomak vernacular, 
when the process situation is identical to the utterance situation (Sit2 = Sit0) a spatial set of 
uses is triggered, in which case the three deictics are organized according to the distance of 
the referent with respect to the speaker and the addressee, as is in other person oriented 
systems (see Anderson and Keenan 1985). When the process situation is different (Si2 ≠ Sit0) 
or has no relation (Sit2 ω Sit0) to the utterance situation, the temporal-modal set of uses is 
triggered, with its realis (including a past vs. future distinction) vs. irrealis distinction, as well 
as the habitual (for which the realis vs. irrealis distinction is not relevant).  
Whereas the three-way definite articles and demonstratives used for spatial reference are 
attested in other varieties of Balkan Slavic, there are no accounts of an extensive overt 
temporal and modal reference system such as the one described in this paper. I argue that the 
uses in the Xanthi Pomak vernacular should be viewed as an innovative exploitation of a 
possibility available in the diasystem and partially encountered in the other Balkan Slavic 
languages. This approach is backed by the diachronic and dialectological studies that claim 
that the Rhodope Mountains, where the Pomak vernacular under study is located, is the 
“centre of innovation in regards to the introduction of overt definiteness” (Mladenova 2007: 
243 following Cyxun 1981).  
Alongside the interest the Pomak deictics provide for Slavic studies, this paper offers new 
empirical data that further previous works on nominal temporal reference such as Enç (1986), 
Musan (1999), Lecarme (1999, 2004), and Nordlinger and Sadler (2004) and its implications 
for word classes, as discussed by Evans (2000: 711). However, it should be stressed that the 
temporal uses of the deictics are not always restricted to nominals but may also extend into 
the clausal domain, namely in Xanthi Pomak through the formation of relative pronouns and 
temporal subordinators (also to be found in Adamou 2010). 
In section 2, I will present some linguistic and sociolinguistic information on the Xanthi 
Pomak vernacular. In section 3, I will present the situational anchoring framework as applied 
to Xanthi Pomak deictics. I will then illustrate the use of Xanthi Pomak deictics in noun 
modification (section 4) and in clause-combining (section 5), and give a short summary in 
section 6. In section 7, the Pomak data will be put in relation with other Balkan Slavic 
languages and, in section 8, with a number of unrelated languages in a typological 
perspective.   
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
the consultant. All Xanthi Pomak data were collected by the author between 2005 and 2010 with a CNRS-Lacito 
funding.  
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2. Background information on Xanthi Pomak 
 
Pom´atsko “Pomak” is the name used for the Balkan Slavic vernaculars spoken by Muslim 
inhabitants of the Rhodope Mountains in Greece [cf. map 1] (many of whom have recently 
migrated to other cities or countries). This paper is based on first-hand data of a Pomak 
vernacular located in the Xanthi prefecture in Greek Thrace (henceforth Xanthi Pomak)2

Pomak vernaculars in Greece show significant diversity, but there is a dearth of detailed 
descriptions that would allow us to be more specific in terms of features and distribution. 
Indeed, Pomak vernaculars in Greece are still practically undescribed because, within the 
context of the shift to Turkish cited above, the Pomak language is the subject of strong 
political and ideological conflicts that make fieldwork research extremely difficult. 
Nevertheless, educated Pomak speakers, most often in collaboration with Greek authors, have 
participated in the publication of dictionaries, grammars, teaching methods for foreigners and 

 
gathered during five fieldwork trips carried out between 2005 and 2010. The study is based 
on elicitation tasks and, more significantly, observation of speech production in natural 
contexts.  
Xanthi Pomak, like other Balkan Slavic vernaculars (Rhodopean Bulgarian and Macedonian 
among others), has to some extent preserved a case system –distinguishing between the 
nominative, the dative-genitive (sg. -u; pl. -em), and the accusative (sg. -a), the latter also 
being subject to differential marking related to humanness for a number of masculine nouns 
and, remarkably for Slavic, for some feminine ones as well (Adamou 2009). In contrast, the 
closely related Standard Bulgarian and Standard Macedonian stand out among Slavic 
languages for using a preposition based analytical system to express those functions. 
Moreover, Xanthi Pomak shares some Balkan Sprachbund properties, such as the “will” 
future, the subjunctive, the dative-genitive merger, rare for Slavic, postposed articles, and 
evidentiality, at least for older speakers (see Adamou 2008; for evidentiality as a Balkan 
feature see Friedman 2004).  
During the twentieth century, following the end of Ottoman rule and independence of the 
Balkan States, Pomak vernaculars in Greece had a development trajectory distinct from the 
closely related vernaculars spoken in the Rhodope Mountains in Bulgaria (by both Muslim 
and Christian populations). The Pomaks in Greece, contrary to the Bulgarian speakers of the 
Rhodope Mountains, have had no contact with Literary Bulgarian (except for the few years of 
the Bulgarian Occupation during the Second World War when Bulgarian was taught in local 
schools) and subsequently no influence from standardization practices (for the Rhodopean 
dialects’ development under the influence of Standard Bulgarian see Kanevska-Nikolova 
2001).  
In Greece during the second half of the twentieth century, on the contrary, a massive shift 
from Pomak to Turkish took place, due to the fact that the Lausanne Treaty (1923) provides 
religious and educational rights for the Muslim Minority, including the right to bilingual 
Turkish-Greek primary school education. The language in the village under study is still 
transmitted to children and therefore the majority of the speakers are trilingual. The younger 
generation, both men and women, have learned Greek and Turkish at school, within the 
minority primary school. Elder women are sometimes monolingual in Pomak or, most 
frequently, also have basic communicational skills in Greek and Turkish (Adamou & Drettas 
2008). 

                                                 
2 Given the political pressure on Pomak speakers within a context of linguistic shift to Turkish, I have chosen not 
to mention the villages’ names, despite the obvious interest this would present from a dialectological 
perspective.  
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other materials such as folktales and songs (see Theoharidis 1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c, Rogo 
2002, Kokkas 2004a, 2004b).   

 
 
Map 1. Xanthi Prefecture in Greece  
 
 
3. Deictics in Xanthi Pomak: from location in space to location in time 
 
A number of scholars have drawn attention to certain frequently shared devices encoding time 
and space cross-linguistically. Though the debate remains open, it has been argued that space 
is primary as opposed to time and therefore is the category which serves as a metaphor for the 
other (Lyons 1977, Fleischman 1989, Heine, Claudi and Hünnemeyer 1991). The mapping of 
space to time has been developed for tense and aspect markers (e.g. Traugott 1978, Dahl 
1985, Bybee et al. 1994), adverbials (Haspelmath 1997) and case systems (Janda 2002). 
Deixis is defined by Lyons as “the location and identification of persons, objects, events, 
processes and activities being talked about or referred to, in relation to the spatio-temporal 
context created and sustained by the act of utterance and the participation in it” (Lyons 1977: 
637). While deictics locate a referent in space in terms of distance from the deictic centre, 
their temporal uses can be viewed as locating the referent in time, following Comrie's 
definition of tense as a grammaticalized location in time (Comrie 1985). 
The spatial and temporal uses of deictics in Xanthi Pomak will be described here in the light 
of the situational anchoring framework elaborated by Culioli (1971, 1978, and 1990). 
According to this approach, every utterance relates the utterance situation (Sit0) to the 
process situation (Sit2). The utterance situation is defined by the utterer, sujet énonciateur, as 
well as by the space and time of the utterance, while the process situation is defined by the 
participant in the process as well as by the space and time of the process3

                                                 
3 Other major tense theories establish similar relations such as Reichenbach's framework (1947) relating the 
Speech Time (S), the Event Time (E) and the Reference Time (R), as well as Klein's work (1994) relating a 
Topic Time (defined as the time span to which the claim made on a given occasion is constrained) and the Time 
of Utterance. 

. The three kinds of 
relations between the utterance situation (Sit0) and the process situation (Sit2) that were 
identified by Culioli provide an adequate framework for the understanding of the Xanthi 
Pomak deictics' organization: 
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1. The process situation may be different (≠) from the utterance situation (Sit2 ≠ Sit0). In this 
case the process situation is located in the past or in future and habitual in relation to the 
utterance situation.  
 
2. The process situation may be almost identical (=) to the utterance situation (Sit2 = Sit0), 
i.e. 'here and now' situations.  
 
3. The process situation may have no relation (ω) to the utterance situation (Sit2 ω Sit0), in 
the sense that the process is not validated in relation to the utterance situation, nor is it 
validated by the author of the utterance. This is typically the case in fictional or historical 
narration.  
 
The relations between Sit2 and Sit0 are often, but not uniquely expressed by tense, mood and 
aspect markers. In the case of Xanthi Pomak they are also expressed by the deictic suffixes in 
the following way:  
 
1. Sit2 = Sit0 
When the process situation and the utterance situation are almost identical (Sit2 = Sit0), the 
Xanthi Pomak vernacular activates the spatial-pragmatic set of deictics, with its three-way 
distinction relating the referent to the deictic centre; more precisely, the -s- suffix is used for a 
referent close to the speaker, the -t- suffix for a referent close to the addressee, and the -n- 
suffix for a referent distant from both the speaker and the addressee. Anderson and Keenan 
(1985) term this type of deictic system person-oriented, as opposed to distance oriented 
systems where the deictic centre is stable. Although deictic systems are generally described in 
‘close vs. distant’ terms, it is broadly admitted that pragmatic parameters generally rule these 
systems (Levinson 2004). In order to account for such uses, the term ‘personal sphere’ is 
preferred here (Bally 1926, Marchello-Nizia 2006). 
 
2. Sit2 ≠ Sit0 
When the process situation and the utterance situation are different (Sit2 ≠ Sit0) the temporal 
set of deictic uses is activated, with its two-way distinction, namely past (expressed by the -t- 
suffix) vs. future (expressed by the -n- suffix). The -s- suffix always corresponds to a process 
situation that is simultaneous with the utterance situation, and triggers the spatial distribution 
set described in 1.   
 
3. Sit2 ω Sit0 
When the process situation and the utterance situation have no relation to each other (Sit2 ω 
Sit0), irrealis meaning is expressed either by the -n- suffix in the case of nominals and relative 
pronouns, or by the absence of any suffix on the temporal subordinators. This type of modal 
relation between Sit2 and Sit0 identified by Culioli is particularly relevant for describing the 
Pomak data: realis past in Xanthi Pomak is clearly distinct from irrealis.   
Lastly, the -n- suffix also serves to encode the habitual for the temporal subordinator, both in 
future, past or situations with no relation to the utterance situation. 
Table 1 below offers a first overview of these uses. 
 
 
Deictic        Spatial  

Sit2 = Sit0 
Temporal, Realis 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 

Irrealis 
Sit2 ω Sit0 
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 N, RPr N, RPr and TempS N, RPr and TempS 
-s- speaker’s sphere - - 

 
-t- addressee’s sphere past  - 

 
-n- distal future,  

habitual 
N 
'habitual' in TempS 
 

Ø indefinite indefinite indefinite for N, 
TempS 

Table 1. Deictic suffixes in Xanthi Pomak: nominals (N), relative pronouns (RPr), temporal 
subordinators (TempS) 
 
 
4. Spatial and temporal reference in noun modification  
 
In Xanthi Pomak, spatial or temporal-modal reference is obligatorily expressed overtly in 
definite noun phrases, using either a bound4 definite article or an unbound demonstrative, or 
in some cases, both a definite and a demonstrative5

                                                 
4 For a discussion on the status of the definite articles in Bulgarian and Macedonian see Franks and King (2000) 
who opt for an analysis as suffixes and Tomić (1996) who analyzes them as clitics.  
5 Balkan Slavic varies as to the possibility for demonstratives and definite articles to co-occur, the so called 
'double definiteness' (for the distribution of double definiteness in some Balkan languages see Sobolev 2005: 
243-244). The conditions of use of double definiteness in Xanthi Pomak are not fully understood and require 
further research. 

. A distinction between demonstratives and 
definite articles in Xanthi Pomak is possible on the basis of their formal properties (unbound 
vs. bound) similarly to cross-linguistic tendencies (Diessel 1999: 129). Nevertheless, the 
demonstratives and the definites in Xanthi Pomak share some functional characteristics which 
are uncommon cross-linguistically. Although generally the definite articles lose their deictic 
function during the grammaticalization process and turn into formal markers of definiteness 
(Diessel 1999: 129), the definite articles in Xanthi Pomak keep their deictic function. 
Moreover, demonstratives are not restricted to a spatial and anaphoric reference but also 
encode a temporal reference. 
 
4.1. Definite articles in Xanthi Pomak 
 
In Xanthi Pomak, definite nouns are determined by a definite article, suffixed to the noun or 
the adjective as well as to the tonic possessive pronoun and to the possessive adjective. 
Restrictions apply for some inalienably possessed nouns as well as kinship terms, which are 
always definite and do not require an overtly expressed definite article (Tomić 1996: 526-
531). The definite article is overtly expressed when those nouns are determined by an 
adjective. The definite article is marked for gender (feminine -a, masculine -e- or -a- and 
neuter -o) and is inflected for number (singular with the three gender distinctions mentioned 
above, a plural -e for masculine and feminine and -a for neuter) and for case when appropriate 
(as illustrated in example 9 for deti-ne-m 'children-DEF.D(PL)-DAT/GEN').  
Two sets of uses can be identified for definite articles: a first, spatio-pragmatic set is activated 
when the utterance situation and the process situation coincide and a second, temporal-modal 
set of uses is triggered when the utterance situation and the process situation are different or 
have no relation to each other.  
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For "here and now" situations (Sit2 = Sit0), Xanthi Pomak definite articles show a three-way 
distinction depending on whether the referent is considered as being part of the speaker’s 
sphere (ex. 2a), the addressee’s sphere (ex. 2b), or neither (ex. 2c).  
 
Sit2 = Sit0 
speaker's sphere 

(2) a. ´jela nah ´matsa-sa  
 come.IMP.2SG to table-DEF.S  

 ‘Come to the table (speaker’s sphere)!’  (S-F1-4) 
 
addressee's sphere 

b. na ´matsa-ta  
 at table-DEF.A  

 ‘On the table (addressee’s sphere)!’ (S-F1-34) 
 
distal 

c. pri ´matsa-na  
 next table-DEF.D  

 ‘Next to the table (distal visible or invisible)!’ (S-F1-34) 
 
The speaker's personal sphere applies to referents that are situated in the speaker's immediate 
vicinity, within a relative distance that allows the speaker to touch the referent in question 
(see Figure 1). For example in (1a), the speaker is seated next to a small table and invites the 
addressee, standing a little further away, to take a seat around the table.  
 
 
 
 
 
S: speaker; A: addressee; R: referent 
Figure 1: The speaker's sphere 
 
The -t- article is used for a referent located in the sphere of the addressee as illustrated in 
Figure 2. The referent entertains the same close spatial relation to the deictic centre as the one 
described for the 'speaker's sphere'. In example (2b) the addressee is seated at the small table, 
when the speaker, sitting on a chair next to the table, asks the addressee to be careful so that 
the pieces of paper won’t fall on the floor. 
 
  
 
 
 
S: speaker; A: addressee; R: referent 
Figure 2: The addressee's sphere 
 
The suffix -n- is used for referents that are not included in the participants' spheres. Referents 
that are neither in the immediate vicinity of the speaker nor of the addressee will be indexed 
as distal, whether visible by the speaker or not (see Figure 3). In example (2c) both the 

S A 
R 

S A 
R 
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speaker and the addressee are far from the table, that the speaker points to in order to situate 
an adjacent object. 
 
 
 
 
 
S: speaker; A: addressee; R: referent 
Figure 3: Distal 
 
The definite articles used for the speaker's and the addressee's spheres may be used for 
referents in tactile contact as in the examples below: in (3a) the speaker has the toothpick in 
her mouth as in to (3b) where the addressee has the dolly in his mouth. Similarly, in (4a) the 
speaker has the mobile phone in his trousers' pocket while in (4b) the addressee is wearing the 
t-shirt to which the speaker is referring. 
 
speaker's sphere 

(3) a. ja sam ´zøla oðodoɣli´fiða-sa  
 1SG.NOM AUX(be).1SG took.PRF.F toothpick-DEF.S  

‘Me, I have gotten the toothpick (I have it on me).’  (S-F3-7) 
 

addressee's sphere 
b. i´zvadi ´popka-ta 
 pull,out.IMP.2SG dolly-DEF.A 

     ‘Take the dolly out [of your mouth]!’ (S-F3-7) 
 

speaker's sphere 
(4) a. ʃe mi ´pane kini´to-so6   
 will 1SG.DAT fall.3SG mobile-DEF.S  

 ‘My mobile phone will fall!’ (S-M1-8)  
 
addressee's sphere 

b. bu´luz-at ti je ´hubaf  
 t.shirt-DEF.A 2SG.DAT is.3SG nice  

‘Your t-shirt (your sphere) is nice.’ (S-F5-15) 
 

The contrast between the definite articles for the addressee's sphere and for the distal sphere 
depends on the relative distance between the referent and the addressee. In example (5a) the 
speaker points to the package which is close to the addressee while asking the addressee to 
pass it to him. In examples (5b) and (5c) the referents are not visible to either the speaker or 
the addressee. In (5b) the speaker is located in front of a two-story house; the addressee is on 
the balcony. The speaker is referring to the entrance door which is located on the side of the 
house, away from both participants and not visible to either of them. The same is true in (5c) 
where both the speaker and the addressee are at home while the referent, the bakery, is not 
visible to either of them. 
 
addressee’s sphere 

                                                 
6 There are many loan words from both Greek and Turkish in Pomak. I do not provide their origin, the Pomak 
morphology and syntax being respected in most cases.   

S A R 
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(5) a. daj mi ku´ljeta-ta  
 give.IMP.2SG 1SG.DAT package-DEF.A  
       ‘Give me the package (addressee’s sphere).’ (S-F4-33) 

 
distal 

b. ´jela nah ka´puje-ne  
 come.IMP.2SG to doors-DEF.D  

‘Come to the entrance door (distal).’ (S-M3-13) 
 

c. ut ´frən-an sam ´jal ti´ropita  
 from bakery-DEF.D AUX(be).1SG ate.PRF.M cheese.pie  

‘I have eaten a cheese pie from the bakery (not located).’ (S-M2-11) 
 
In Xanthi Pomak, when the referents are located in a space and time frame distinct from the 
utterance situation, the temporal and modal set of uses is triggered. In this case, the 
addressee’s –t- article no longer refers to the addressee’s sphere but rather to the past (see ex. 
6b and Figure 5), while the –n- distal article is used for referents in future that have relevance 
to the utterance situation (illustrated in Figure 4 and in the example 6a) or in habitual 
situations, whether they are located in the future or in the past. In contrast, when the process 
situation and the utterance situation coincide, the spatial reference is triggered, as illustrated 
in (6c).  
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 [future] 

(6) a. na ´sfadba-na ʃe ´nadena-m tʃer´ven-en fu´stan 
 at wedding-DEF.FUT will wear-1SG red-DEF.FUT dress 

‘At the wedding I’ll wear the red dress.’ (E-F2-30)  
 
 
past                                                                                  future 
 
    Sit0 
 
Figure 4: Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [future] 
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [past]  

b. na ´sfadba-ta beh sas tʃer´ven-et fu´stan 
 at wedding-DEF.PAST was.1SG with red-DEF.PAST dress 

‘At the wedding I wore the red dress.’ (E-F2-30)  
 
 
past                                                                                  future 
 
    Sit0 

Figure 5: Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [past] 
 

R 

R 
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Sit2 = Sit0 
c. na ´sfadba-sa sam / ´ima ´mnogo i´nsan 
 at wedding-DEF.S am.1SG / is.3SG many people 

‘I’m at the wedding (here and now). There are a lot of people.’ (E-F2-30)  
 

Compare (7a) for future and (7b) for past. The use of the -t- article in (7a) would imply a 
spatial reading, namely that the addressee is at the seaside at the time of the conversation, as 
in a phone conversation.  
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [future] 

 

(7) a. ´utre ʃe var´vi-me nah de´niz-en 
 tomorrow will go-1PL to sea-DEF.FUT 

'Tomorrow we'll go to the seaside!' (E-F2-30)  
 
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [past] 

b. de´niz-et ´beʃe ´tʃist   
 sea-DEF.PAST was.3SG clean   

'The sea was clean.' (E-F2-30)  
 
Contrary to other languages, and possibly to other Rhodopean vernaculars, Xanthi Pomak 
does not distinguish between remote and recent past reference. As the examples below show, 
both the remote and the recent past require the -t- suffix, as opposed to the future reference in 
(8c): 
 

(8) a. la´ni de´ti-te mi ´beha ja´vaʃ 
 last,year children-DEF.PAST 1SG.DAT were.3PL quiet 

'Last year, my students were easy going.' (E-F2-30)  
 
 

b. ´ftʃera de´ti-te mi ´beha ja´vaʃ 
 yesterday children-DEF.PAST 1SG.DAT were.3PL quiet 

'Yesterday my students were easy going.' (E-F2-30)  
 
 

c. dugu´dina de´ti-ne mi ´iʃta-m da sa ja´vaʃ 
 next,year children-DEF.FUT 1SG.DAT want-1SG to be.3PL quiet 

'Next year, I hope my students will be easy-going.' (E-F2-30)  
 
Alongside its distal uses and future or habitual temporal reference, the -n- definite article is 
also systematically used for definite referents in tales. One possible analysis would be to 
consider such uses as distal. Nevertheless, a second analysis is supported by the parallel 
examination of the overall organization of Xanthi Pomak which clearly distinguishes between 
situations that are related to the utterance situation vs. those that are not, in a modal sense. 
Xanthi Pomak has various means at its disposal for such distinctions, including a temporal 
subordinator with no deictic suffix specific to narratives and the irrealis (for a detailed 
analysis see section 5 – as well as the illustration in example 9 below by the use of aga 
'when'), as well as grammaticalized verbal forms for evidentiality (opposed to the perfect 
tense by the absence of the auxiliary 'be', see Adamou 2008). In this respect, it is more likely 
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that the -n- article encountered in fictional narratives applies to referents that are situated in a 
distinct space and time frame and have no relation to the utterance situation as pictured in 
Figure 6.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Sit2 ω Sit0 
 
Sit2 ω Sit0 

(9) a'ga uti'ʃla-l-a put je'din dran /  
 when.IRR go-EVID-3SG.F under one dogwood.tree   
 
 pu'katʃi-l-a sa ta na'trosi-l-a 'dranki 
 get.up-EVID-3SG.F REFL and shake-EVID-3SG.F cherries 
 
 i 'ʃla-l-a da gi 'zbira f u'sta-na 
 and get.down-EVID-3SG.F to 3PL.ACC gather.3SG in mouth-DEF.D 
  
 ai'si / f u'sta-na da gi zb'ira / 
 this.way in mouth-DEF.D to 3PL.ACC gather.3SG  
 
 da gi 'nose de'ti-ne-m da gi ja'do-t 
 to 3PL.ACC bring.3SG children-DEF.D-DAT/GEN to 3PL.ACC eat-3PL 

 
'When she went beneath a dogwood tree, she got up and shook the cherries and 
came down so as to gather them in her mouth, like that, so as to take them in her 
mouth, in order to bring them to her children to eat.' 
(S-F7-66; tale on the importance of moral values and religion, in Adamou 2008) 

 
(10) i  petel´tʃo-no ´vika koko´rigo   
 and cock-DEF.D says.3SG kokorigo   

 'And the cock says ‘cock-a-doodle-doo’.'  
(S-F7-66; tale of an orphan-girl and her evil stepmother) 

 
The answers to a picture task based on the Information Structure Questionnaire (Skopeteas et 
al. 2006) also show the exclusive use of the -n- article and the total absence of the -s- and -t- 
articles. In these tasks, the Xanthi Pomak speakers consider the referents in the pictures to 
belong to a space and time frame that are not in interaction with their own time and space 
frame: referents in the tasks are part of a fictional world in the same way as referents in tales 
are. This observation also highlights the limits of elicitation for understanding deictic systems 
crosslinguistically.  
The example below is typical of spatial description, where the locatum (the referent whose 
location in space is expressed) is determined by a numeral and the relatum (the referent with 
respect to which the locatum is located in space) is marked by the -n- definite article:   
 
 
 

S A R 
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 (11)  ino  ´zmie je pri ´kamen-en 
   one  snake be.3SG next stone- DEF.D 

'There is a snake next to the stone.' (E-F5-18)  
 
Similarly, the -n- article is consistently used for given referents as shown in examples (12b) 
and (13b)7

(12) a. 

 (Leafgren 2002 considers the relation between topics and definiteness in Bulgarian 
as frequent though not necessary). New referents in Xanthi Pomak are generally introduced 
with a numeral or are without determiners.  
 

i´no ´skemle  
 one chair  

                      'A chair.' (E-F5-18) 
 

b. i´no ´ʒena ´ʃiihka ´skemle-na 
 one woman push.3SG chair-DEF.D 

            'A woman pushes the chair.' (E-F5, 18) 
 
 (13) a. ´kormje 
            'Tree trunks.' (E-F5-18) 
 

b. tri tʃy´ljatse ´reʒet ´kormje-ne 
 three men cut.3PL tree,trunks-DEF.D 

           'Three men are cutting the tree trunks.' (E-F5-18) 
 
All the examples cited in this section show that in Xanthi Pomak definiteness and tense are 
obligatorily expressed through definite morphology depending on the spatial and temporal 
context. Tense encoded in nominals through deictics is therefore a syntactic feature that is not 
restricted to the category of nouns with temporal lexical semantics such as 'hour', 'day', 'week', 
'month', 'year'. It is widely used with common nouns such as 'table', 'man' or 'cat', although, as 
is usually the case cross-linguistically (i.e., Lecarme 2004, Fenton 2010), restrictions apply to 
abstract entities or inalienable referents such as body part nouns i.e. 'mind' in (14a) (it could 
also apply to 'hand', 'arm', 'head', etc.) or kinship terms such as '(my) children' in (14b). 
Nevertheless, definites with temporal reference can modify some kinship terms such as 
'father' when determined by a possessive adjective, as shown in (14c) (or 'husband' as shown 
in 16b). In some cases, for kinship nouns social deixis (Manning 2001) may prevail over 
spatial deixis. Compare social deixis in (14d) (the girl is located four meters away from the 
speaker and the addressee, a distance too far for the speaker's sphere article to be used in 
purely spatial terms), to the spatial deixis in (14e), where the kin relation between the referent 
and the speaker is expressed by the possessive.  
 

(14) a. hitʃ je ´mine ne premi´nalo pris a´kəl-as  
 at.all AUX(be).3SG 1SG.DAT NEG crossed.PRF through mind-DEF.S  

     ‘It didn’t cross my mind at all!’ (S-F2-30) 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
7 Note that in the examples below, (a) and (b) correspond to the answers to sequenced pictures. 
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‘When the (my) children grow up a little, we’ll come to Paris.’ (E-F2-30) 

 
c. ´moj-et  bu´bajko ´beʃe  mih'tar    
 my- DEF.PAST  father was.3SG mihtar    
     'My father was mihtar (in charge of the community's relations with outsiders).'    
(S-F7-66) 
 
d. ´polji ne´væsta-sa  

 look.IMP.2SG bride-DEF.S  
     ‘Look at the (our) bride!’ (S-F8-29) 
 
e. ka´de je tʃy´ljak-an ti 
 where be.3SG man-DEF.D 2SG.DAT 
      ‘Where is your husband (distal)?’ (S-F9-56) 

 
Enç (1986), Musan (1999) and Lecarme (1999) raise the issue of the autonomy of nominal 
temporal reference in relation to verbal tense, arguing for the possibility of distinct temporal 
reference between the two. As Nordlinger and Sadler (2004: 779) also argue, nominal tense 
"provides temporal information local to the NP to which the nominal belongs. In this sense, it 
is functionally analogous to regular verbal tense which provides information local to the 
phrase headed by the verb (namely, the clause)". The temporal reference encoded by the 
deictics in Xanthi Pomak has similar narrow scope over the noun phrase although it generally 
agrees with the tense expressed overtly in the verb phrase or through temporal adverbials. 
Nevertheless, some arguments in favour of the syntactic and semantic independence of the 
nominal tense with respect to the verbal tense in Xanthi Pomak can be put forward. First, the 
fact that the tensed articles also occur in noun phrases, where the temporal reference is 
concurrently defined lexically and eventually by the pragmatic context: 
 

(15) ´terma de´niz-et 
 end sea-DEF.PAST 

  'It's over with the sea!' (S-F6-34) 
 
The example (15) is used in a context where the speaker expresses her decision of not going 
to the sea in the near future. The speaker situates the 'sea' in the past through the use of the 
past definite article, in agreement with the lexical expression borrowed from Greek, terma 
'end, over'. The verb, which is not expressed in this example, would have been in the future, 
thus contrasting with the NP's time reference. 
Indeed, in some cases the main clause's temporal reference does not coincide with the noun's 
reference. For meanings such as 'former president' or 'ex-husband', Pomak combines the 
adjective 'former' with the past definite article -t-. The possessive relation is encoded in the 
dative person pronoun (in b), while the clause's future reference is encoded in the verb and in 
the temporal adverb 'tomorrow'.  
 
 

b.  a´ga-no mi punara´sto-t ´mufka de´ti-se 
  when-LOC.FUT 1SG.DAT grow,up-3PL a,little children-DEF.S 

ʃe ´dojde-me nah pa´risi 
MOD come-1PL to Paris 
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(16) a. mi´dyr na´preʃn-et ʃe ´dojde ´utre 
 president former-DEF.PAST will come.3SG tomorrow 

'The former president of the village will come tomorrow.'(E-F2-30)  
 

b. na´preʃn-et mi tʃy´ljak ʃe ´dojde ´utre 
 former-DEF.PAST 1SG.DAT man will come.3SG tomorrow 

'My ex-husband will come tomorrow.' (E-F2-30)  
 

Finally, one also observes that in Xanthi Pomak the temporal uses of the deictics which 
modify the noun phrase also extend to clause-combining, namely to the relative pronouns' and 
the temporal subordinators' formation, as will be shown in section 5, thus confirming their 
strong syntactic role in the language. 
 
4.2. Demonstratives in Xanthi Pomak 
 
Demonstratives in Xanthi Pomak are also distributed over the double set of uses relating the 
utterance situation to the process situation as well as the three-way distinction indicating the 
relation of the referent to the deictic centre. Demonstratives in Xanthi Pomak have both 
exophoric and endophoric uses (discourse deictic uses as in ex. 17c). They are unbound words 
inflected for gender (masculine, feminine or neuter) and number (singular or plural, with a 
two-way plural distinction between masculine and feminine on one hand and neuter on the 
other)8

 

 and case (sg. genitive/dative aisoze, ainoze, aitoze, pl. genitive/dative aisezem, 
ainezem, aitezem). As can be seen in Table 2, the root morphemes -s-, -t- and -n- follow the 
epenthetic initial ai-.   
 

M.SG F.SG N.SG M/F.PL N.PL 
speaker’s sphere  aisvak aisos aisva aises aiseva 
addressee’s 
sphere/PAST 

aitvak aitos aitva aites aiteva 

distal/  
FUT, HAB, IRR 

ainvak ainos ainva aines aineva 

Table 2. Demonstratives in Xanthi Pomak (nominative) 
 
Demonstratives in Xanthi Pomak can be identificational (17a), used in copula clauses; 
pronominal (17b), replacing a noun phrase; and adnominal (17c), with a coreferential noun 
(Diessel 1999). All three uses share the same form and inflectional characteristics: 
     
speaker’s sphere 

(17) a.   ai´sos je ´dæd-va-sa ´koʃta 
         DEM.S is.3SG grand,father-POSS-DEF.S house 

‘This (in my sphere) is grand-father’s house.’ (E-F2-30)  
 
addressee’s sphere 

     b.  ´tsalo ait´va ʃe ja´de-ʃ  
            all DEM.A will eat-2SG  

‘You’ll eat all of this (in your sphere).’ (S-F8-21) 
  
 
                                                 
8 This could be an influence from Greek, as suggested to me by Eleni Buzarovska.  
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distal 
   c.  ai´nos ´lelka hi ´zœla je ´beʃ bin e´vro 
          DEM.D aunty DAT.3SG.F took.PRF AUX.3SG five,thousand euro 

  ‘That auntie of hers, she has got 5 000 euros.’ (S-F5-15) 
 
or with the genitive case: 
 

d. ai´noze hi ´lelka 
 DEM.D.GEN DAT.3SG.F aunty 

'That one's auntie...' (E-F5-15) 
 

Contrary to languages where the demonstratives are purely referential (Lecarme for Somali 
2004), Xanthi Pomak encodes temporal reference on the demonstratives in the same way as it 
does with the definite articles. Below is an example for a past moment in relation to the 
utterance situation agreeing with the temporal reference of the verbal predicate and the 
temporal adverbial napreʃ 'ago': 
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [past] 

 (18)  dve gu´dini na´preʃ ma´ndili-te ´beha tʃe´rveni 
 two years forward scarves-DEF.PAST were.3SG red 

 
´oti ´beʃe ai´tos ´moda-ta 
because was.3SG that.PAST fashion-DEF.PAST 

‘Two years ago, the scarves were red because that was the fashion.’ (E-F2-30)  
 
 
5. Spatial and temporal deixis in clause-combining 
 
Expanding from the noun phrase, deictic suffixes are also used at the level of clause-
combining, namely in the formation of relative pronouns and temporal subordinators. Similar 
uses have been described by Robert (2006) for Wolof within this same situational anchoring 
framework and serve to corroborate the analysis for Xanthi Pomak. 
 
5.1. Relative pronouns in Xanthi Pomak  
In Xanthi Pomak, relative pronouns are inflected for gender and number as shown in Table 3 
below: 
 
 M.SG F.SG N.SG PL  
speaker’s sphere  ´ʒœs ´ʒœsa ´ʒœso ´ʒœse  
addressee’s 
sphere/PAST 

´ʒœt ´ʒœta ´ʒœto ´ʒœte  

distal/ 
FUT, HAB, IRR 

´ʒœn ´ʒœna ´ʒœno ´ʒœne  

 Table 3: Relative pronouns in Xanthi Pomak 
 
Relative pronouns also have two sets of uses: spatial and temporal. When the utterance 
situation is the same as the process situation the three-way spatial distinction prevails (close 
to the speaker, to the addressee or to neither of the participants): 
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speaker’s sphere 
(19) a. gju´ʒlutʃi-se [´ʒœ-se ´nose-m (ai´sa)] ´jatse sa ´hubavi 
 glasses-DEF.S which-S wear-1SG now very be.3PL nice 

‘The glasses that I'm wearing (now) are very nice!’ (E-F5, 15)  
 
addressee’s sphere 

b. gju´ʒlutʃi-te [´ʒœ-te ´nosi-ʃ (ai´sa)] pa´ratiki sa 
 glasses-DEF.A which-A wear-2SG now ugly be.3PL 

‘The glasses that you're wearing (now) are ugly.’ (E-F5, 15)  
 
When the utterance situation is different from the process situation, the two-way temporal 
distinction is triggered with a past or future meaning: 
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [past] 

c. gju´ʒlutʃi-te [´ʒœ-te ´noseh (la´ni)] ´beha gu´ljami 
 glasses-DEF.PAST which-PAST wore.1SG last,year were.3PL big 

‘The glasses that I wore (last year) were big.’ (E-F5-15)  
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [future] 

d. gju´ʒlutʃi-ne [´ʒœ-ne ʃe ´kupe-m] sa tʃe´rveni 
 glasses-DEF.FUT which-FUT will buy.1SG be.3PL red 

‘The glasses that I will buy are red.’ (E-F5-15)  
 

In (19c), the past reference coincides with the verbal tense markers of the main and the 
relative clauses, as well as with the temporal adverbial lani 'last year'. Example (19d) on the 
other hand illustrates the autonomy of nominal tense with respect to the main clause's verbal 
tense. More specifically, the referent 'glasses' agrees with the relative clause's verb 'will buy' 
and is therefore located in the future through the -n- definite article, while the main clause, 
expressing the colour of the specific pair of glasses, is in present tense expressing a quality 
that exists independently of the relation between the referent and the utterance situation. 
Lastly, when there is no relation between the utterance situation and the process situation, the 
-n- relative pronoun is used, as illustrated in the following utterance from a picture description 
task: 
 
Sit2 ω Sit0 

(20) i´no tʃy´ljak [´ʒœ-n se´di] 
 one man who-D sit.3SG 

 'A man who is seated'. (E-F5-18) 
 

 
5.2. Temporal subordinators in Xanthi Pomak 
 
The deictic suffixes participate in the formation of temporal subordinators in Xanthi Pomak 
which express reference to the utterance situation and to the process situation in the following 
way:9

                                                 
9 This is not a unified analysis for all the Rhodope varieties using deixis in the temporal conjunctions. 
Observations based on short term fieldwork in a Pomak variety in the Evros department in Greece, show a 
different system whose understanding requires further research (fieldwork notes Adamou 2005-2006).    
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The presence of a deictic suffix indicates that the process is anchored in the utterance 
situation, while the choice of the deictic suffix indicates the type of relation between the 
process situation and the utterance situation. The -t- suffix is used for past (illustrated in 21a) 
and the -n- suffix for habitual and future (see examples 21b and 21c), in accordance with the 
temporal uses of the definite articles, demonstratives and relative pronouns. A temporal 
subordinator with the -s- suffix is not attested in Xanthi Pomak though in the Rhodope 
dialects in Bulgaria, gasu is in use (p.c. Kanevska-Nikolova). Whenever the utterance 
situation and the process situation are unrelated, typically for irrealis situations such as in 
folktales, the temporal subordinator bears no deictic suffixes (see 21d and Adamou 2010 for 
more details). Nevertheless, in case of a habitual situation in irrealis, the habitual temporal 
subordinator agano will be used instead of aga; the feature 'habitual' ranking higher in the 
hierarchy than the irrealis feature.      
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [past] 
(21) a. [a´ga-to fpræh] ´koʃta-ta be izgo´rjala 
 when-PAST arrived.1SG house-DEF.PAST AUX.3SG burned,down.P.PRF 

‘When I arrived, the house had burned down.’ (On a past event) (E-F8-21)  
 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [habitual] 

b. [a´ga-no u´mre bu´nno] ni ´prave-t ´volta 
 when-HAB die.3SG someone NEG make-3PL walk 

‘Whenever someone dies, they don’t take a walk.’10

c. 

 (E-F2-30)  
 

Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [future]  
kug´a-no is a variant used by younger speakers: 
 

[ku´ga-no ´dojde] ʃe [h]i gu ´onesa-m 
 when-FUT come.3SG will 3SG.F.DAT 3SG.M/N.ACC bring-1SG 

‘When she comes, I’ll bring it to her.’ (S-F5-15) 
 
Sit2 ω Sit0 when Sit2 [irrealis] 

d.     [a´ga11 sa  ´vornal-i             dve  gu´dini ´setne ud ala´manie] 
    when.IRR REFL return.EVID-3PL two years after from Germany  

 
 uti´ʃlil-i da pla´tə -t jaj´tsa-na 
 go.EVID-3PL to pay-3PL eggs-DEF.D 
‘When they returned two years later from Germany, they went to pay for the 
eggs.’ (S-M3-70, Nasredin Hodja story) 

 
Interestingly, the irrealis subordinator is also used for conditional clauses, in parallel with the 
more frequent aku. 
 

(22)    a´ga ni ´poje-m ´nema da ´ida-m faf panepi´stimjo 
      if NEG study-1SG not,have.3SG to go-1SG in university 

‘If I don’t study, I won’t go to the university.’ (E-F3-7) 
                                                 
10 This term refers to a special social event that takes place in the afternoon, when unmarried girls walk in the 
main village street in front of the boys in order to make a potential match. This walk takes place in two villages 
in the area and attracts young people from the surrounding villages.  
11 kuga is not attested in my corpus. 
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a´ga “when” Sit2 ω Sit0 [irrealis] 
 “if” (conditional)  
a´gato/ku´gato “when” Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [past]  
a´gano/ku´gano “when” 

“whenever” 
Sit2 ≠ Sit0 when Sit2 [future, habitual] 

Table 4. The temporal subordinating conjunctions in Xanthi Pomak 
 
As discussed in Adamou (in press) the interclausal relation is determined both by the 
subordinators and the tense-mood-aspect markers. Indeed, the three temporal markers 
presented above are not specialized in a specific type of temporal interclausal relation: for 
example agato is used for anteriority, posteriority, simultaneity, terminus a quo, while all 
three markers can express anteriority. Similarly to noun determiners, the deictics used in 
temporal subordinators are independent from the clause’s tense-aspect-mood markers: 
 

(23) a. [a´ga-no ´ima ´sfadba] ´zbira sa ´selo 
  when-HAB have.3SG marriage gather.3SG REFL village 

‘Whenever there is a marriage, the whole village gathers.’  
(On local traditions) (E-F2-30)  

 
b. [a´ga-no e i´malo ´sfadba] 
  when-HAB AUX(be).3SG have.PRF marriage 
     

´zbiralo sa e ´selo 
gather.PRF REFL AUX(be).3SG village 
‘Whenever there was a marriage, the whole village gathered.’  
(On local traditions) (E-F2-30)  

        
 
6. Summary: Deixis in Xanthi Pomak 
 
To summarize, the Pomak vernacular under study is firmly organized around the speech 
situation’s space and time, triggering either a set of uses encoding spatial reference or a set of 
uses encoding temporal and modal reference. It has been shown how the three deictic suffixes 
form the definite articles, demonstratives, relative pronouns and temporal subordinators. In 
Pomak as spoken in the Xanthi prefecture, for “here and now” situations, the entities 
considered as belonging to the speaker’s sphere receive the -s- suffix, while the -t- suffix is 
used for the addressee’s sphere, and the -n- suffix for the distal sphere.  
When the entities are located in a different space and time frame, but are related to the 
utterance situation (Sit0), the -t- suffix is no longer used for the addressee but for an entity in 
the past as compared to the time of the utterance situation. The -n- suffix is used for entities in 
future, generic or habitual situations and for cases where no relation exists between the 
utterance situation (Sit0) and the process situation (Sit2), e.g. in tales. 
These uses help us to understand the equally rare uses in Slavic of these two deictic suffixes 
to form temporal subordinate conjunctions anchoring events in the utterance situation. As 
shown in Adamou (in press), a´gato/ku´gato ‘when (past)’ is used for a past moment in 
relation to the utterance situation. A´gano/ku´gano ‘when, whenever’, denotes future moments 
in relation to the utterance situation, as well as habitual events, whether in relation or not to 
the utterance situation. Absence of these deictics indicates absence of anchoring in the 
utterance situation; ag´a ‘when (no anchoring)’ is thus used in fictional narratives. 
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Figure 8 illustrates the various spatial and temporal uses:  
 
Sit2 ω Sit0 
Ø suffix for temporal subordinators  
 

 
 
Figure 8: A map of spatial and temporal deixis in Xanthi Pomak 
 
 
7. Xanthi Pomak deictics within Balkan Slavic  
 
Definite articles are rare within the Slavic languages: they have only been grammaticalized in 
Balkan Slavic languages, while their grammaticalization in some vernaculars in North Russia 
is controversial (see Breu 1994, Kasatkina 2008). From an areal perspective, postposed 
articles are a well-known Balkan Sprachbund feature -shared by Romanian, Aromanian and 
Meglenoromanian, as well as Albanian- even though their development is probably equally 
influenced by each language’s diachrony as well as by their mutual reinforcement through 
multilingualism (Asenova 2002).  
As is generally admitted, definite articles are grammaticalized from demonstratives (Diessel 
1999, Lyons 1999). In the case of South Slavic, written sources show that, by the thirteenth 
century, the postposed Old Church Slavonic12

Some Balkan Slavic languages use a single definite article, usually based on the -t- form: this 
is the case in Standard Bulgarian and many Bulgarian vernaculars, as in the Eastern 
Macedonian vernaculars and the vernaculars spoken in Western Greece. The existence of 
two-fold definite systems is controversial (for a critical analysis see Mladenov 1990). Three-

 demonstratives were grammaticalized into 
clitic demonstratives, and then into clitic articles: see Flier (1974), Gălăbov (1950), Svane 
(1961, 1962), Mirčev (1964) or more recently Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Vulchanov (in 
press); for a discussion on their status in the modern languages see Elson (1976); and for a 
detailed diachronic model of definiteness in Bulgarian see Mladenova (2007).  

                                                 
12 Old Church Slavonic [OCS] refers to the oldest available Slavic documents, mostly ecclesiastical. OCS 
extends from the 9th to the 11th century and is classified as South Slavic. 
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way definite articles are to be found in three geographic areas (as can also be seen in Map 2): 
in most, but not all, of Western Macedonian vernaculars that served as the norm for Standard 
Macedonian; in most, though not all, of the vernaculars of the Rhodope Mountains (in 
Bulgaria and Greece), and also in some vernaculars spoken in Eastern Serbia (Torlak).  
 

 
Map 2. The distribution of the definite articles in Balkan Slavic after the Small Atlas of 
Balkan Languages (Sobolev 2005: 242) 
 
Although the three-way definite article is traditionally considered in the literature as a 
“conservative” feature (Miletič, Koneski, Cyxun) according to which all Balkan Slavic went 
through a phase of grammaticalization of three definite articles and then reduced them to a 
single definite one; divergent analyses argue convincingly that the three-way definite articles 
are innovations in specific vernaculars and did not develop uniformly in all the Balkan Slavic 
languages (Mladenova 2007: 319-325 also quoting Velčeva-Bojadžieva and Šaur).  
It is important to note that the number of demonstratives and definite articles varies across 
Balkan Slavic. For example, while the Xanthi Pomak variety under study and Standard 
Macedonian have a three-way distinction for definite articles and demonstratives, in other 
Xanthi Pomak vernaculars (Kokkas 2004a: 22), demonstratives form a two-way system based 
on a ‘close-distant’ spatial contrast,13

It is not clear whether the three-way definite systems in Balkan Slavic are person or distance 
oriented, since the descriptions vary according to the authors, making it difficult to judge 
whether this variation is due to divergent analyses or to the systems themselves. Kanevska-

 whereas the definite articles form a three-way person-
oriented system. In the same way, Standard Bulgarian has a two-way demonstrative system, 
the -t- suffix being used either as proximal (when contrasted) or as unmarked as far as 
distance is concerned, while the -n- suffix indicates distance. 

                                                 
13 In the geographically close variety of Pomak described in Kokkas (2004) the demonstratives are the 
following: izí (m.), isáy (f.), izí, isáy (n.) and iséy (pl.) for close entities, inazí (m.), ináy (f.), inazí, ináy (n.) and 
inéy (pl.) for distant entities.  
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Nikolova (2006: 79) for example describes the Rhodope definite system as what can be 
named, after Anderson and Keenan’s (1985) terminology, a distance oriented system (the 
speaker being its centre, in pragmatic or spatial terms). On the contrary, in Mladenova (2007: 
318) the Rhodope system is clearly described as person-oriented. Most descriptions of 
Literary Macedonian also centre its system on the speaker see Table 5 (Lunt 1952: 40-41; 
Minova-Gurkova 1997, Friedman 2002; and for a different analysis Topolinjska 2006 relating 
definiteness and factivity) though according to Koneski (1954) and Tomić (1996) they are 
person oriented.  
 
-f/v-        close to the speaker  
-t-           unmarked (no indication of distance)  
-n-          away from the speaker  
Table 5. Deictic suffixes in Standard Macedonian definite articles 
 
A similar split is found in the analyses of Old Church Slavonic demonstratives: for example, 
in Vaillant (1964: 140) and Flier (1974) the system appears to be distance-oriented while in 
Feuillet (1999: 148) it is described as person-oriented. According to Marchello-Nizia (2006) 
this sort of distinction could indicate different states of the language and is thus important to 
specify14

Nevertheless, the extensive use of deictics in temporal subordinators is clearly a less common 
feature and Mladenova (2007: 242) considers it a recent innovation. Based on the study of 
Damaskin

.  
Next to their spatial uses, it is important to note that temporal uses have been described to 
some extent for definite articles in other Balkan Slavic languages. Lunt (1952) and Koneski 
(1954) mention in Literary Macedonian some temporal uses for the definite articles that 
determine a small number of nouns with temporal meaning: "godinava, zimava, utrinava and 
letovo mean 'this (current) year winter, morning, summer'" (Lunt 1952: 21). Sobolev (2005: 
245) also confirms these uses for Rhodopean from Gela.   
Moreover, some authors have mentioned some non-deictic, non-spatial uses for the 
Macedonian definite articles. Tomić (1996) distinguishes the uses of present vs. absent 
referents: "The members of the t-set refer to non-present objects, as well as present objects 
which are proximate to the addressee [...] the members of the v-set refer to present objects 
which are proximate to the speaker [...] whereas the members of the n-set refer to present 
objects which are remote from both the speaker and the addressee [...]" (Tomić, 1996: 513). 
More recently, based on a textual analysis, Sonnenhauser (2009) suggests that the 
Macedonian definite articles are also used as a perspectivizing strategy. She shows for 
example that the proximal article supports the author's perspective while the unmarked article 
serves to distanciate the author from the event.  
Alongside definite articles and demonstratives, deictic suffixes are also used in adverbials in 
many Balkan Slavic languages. In Xanthi Pomak, the three deictic suffixes -s-, -t-, -n-, are 
used on comparison markers (ka´kso / ka´kto / ka´kno “as”) and quantifiers (aiso´lkos / 
aito´lkos / aino´lkos “this much”, “that much”) while they can be partially encountered on 
manner adverbs (ai´si “this way” / ai´ni “that way”). Similar uses are found in Standard 
Macedonian for qualitative and quantitative adjectives (Lunt 1952: 47) and for manner 
adverbs, vaka / taka / onaka (Lunt 1952: 52).  

15

                                                 
14 As one reviewer pointed out, although the Xanthi Pomak spatial uses might be person-oriented, the temporal 
uses are centered on the speaker. 
15 Translated literary texts of a religious and didactic nature, combining Church Slavonic and what is referred to 
as Modern and, for some of them, Middle Bulgarian (17th-18th centuries). 

 texts Mladenova shows that temporal conjunctions are primarily (96.88%) used 
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without deictic suffixes, i.e. koga, (e.g. in Standard Macedonian) with a single use of kogato 
“when” (e.g. in Standard Bulgarian).  
The formation of relative pronouns and temporal subordinators with deictic suffixes has been 
reported for Rhodopean although their uses are not fully understood. Following existing 
dialectological work, Krapova (2010: 1241), mentions such uses for the relative marker (i.e. 
deto, deno, deso) as phonological variations. The data from Shiroka Luka (Bulgaria) (Sobolev 
2001) show the formation of the temporal subordinators with the three deictic suffixes, but 
their meanings are not fully understood and require further research in order to test the 
analysis suggested by the Xanthi Pomak data in this paper. It would therefore be interesting 
for future research to work, among other subjects, on existing descriptions of Rhodopean (i.e. 
Kabasanov's description of Tixomir 1963) in order to comprehend the various uses and 
eventually suggest a unified analysis.    
It is also difficult at this stage to account for all the differences in the use of deictics in Balkan 
Slavic: why do some languages have mixed systems with two-way distinctions for 
demonstratives and three-way distinctions for definite articles; why do some languages use 
the deictics for relative pronouns and temporal subordinators but not others; why have some 
languages developed extensive temporal uses and others on the contrary restricted them? 
Language contact could be a tempting means to account for such differences. For instance 
Xanthi Pomak has had long-term contact with Turkish which also has a three-way distinction 
for demonstratives. Nevertheless, Turkish influence cannot explain the use of deixis in the 
Xanthi Pomak definite articles (Turkish has no definite article and marks definiteness through 
case marking or word order) or in temporal subordinators. The most appropriate analysis 
seems to be that the temporal uses of the deictics in Xanthi Pomak are an innovative 
development of an existing possibility in the diasystem: from demonstratives to 
grammaticalized definite articles, the deictics are also used in number of adverbials and have 
spread to clause-combining, namely relative pronouns and subordinators, at varying rates and 
to different extents, depending on the vernaculars. The Rhodope area is the center for overt 
definiteness (according to Cyxun 1981 and Mladenova 2007), thus one would expect it to be 
the most advanced as far as the development of overt deixis is concerned.     
 
 
8. Xanthi Pomak deictics in a cross-linguistic perspective 
 
The spatial and temporal uses of definite articles and demonstratives in Xanthi Pomak, 
although rare for Slavic languages, are encountered in a number of unrelated languages. 
Numerous language descriptions point to this sort of phenomena but a cross-linguistic survey 
is not yet available, though temporal uses were mentioned in all the cross-linguistic studies on 
deixis such as Anderson and Keenan (1985), Diessel (1999) and in Nordlinger and Sadler 
(2004: 787) within a larger study on nominals inflected for tense, mood and aspect. A short 
comparison of the Pomak data with those available for other languages will be presented here 
in order to better situate the phenomenon in a typological perspective.   
Unlike Xanthi Pomak, temporal encoding in noun phrases is expressed in some languages by 
a number of specialized definite articles or demonstratives. This is the case of the definite 
articles in Somali (Lecarme 1999, 2004), which encode a temporal [±past] distinction, 
alongside the four demonstratives that are restricted to spatial reference. Likewise, definite 
articles are found to express a [±past] temporal reference in the Chamicuro languages of Peru 
(Arawak), as shown in Parker (1999):   
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 Chamicuro 
(25) a. p-aškalaʔt-is-na čamálo  
 2-kill-2.PL-THE bat  

           ‘You (plural) are killing the bat.’ (Parker 1999: 553) 
 

b. p-aškalaʔt-is-ka čamálo  
 2-kill-2.PL-THE(PAST) bat  

  ‘You (plural) killed the bat.’ (Parker 1999: 553) 
 
In Mojeño Trinitario (Arawak), two of the six available demonstratives seem to be related to 
tense and mood: “Demonstratives in -kro almost always refer to some irrealis referent (a 
future or hypothetical referent, as in ‘he/this one will come’), while demonstratives in –ñgi 
often refer to referents of the past, or not present any more in the speech event (‘in those 
years’, ‘that man (that passed by earlier)’).” (Rose in press). Three different demonstratives 
are restricted to spatial relations and a fourth one is used for anaphora. 
Similarly to Xanthi Pomak, in some languages the articles or the demonstratives combine a 
temporal and a spatial reference. This is the case for Movima (Bolivia, unclassified), 
described by Haude (2006: 159). A first article is used for presential or non-past, a second for 
absential or immediate past and a third one solely for past. Bril (2002: 276) shows that in 
Nêlêmwa (Oceanic), the deictics -suffixed to nouns, personal pronouns and demonstratives 
among others- have a rich variety of spatial or temporal relations. The proximal is used for the 
present, the middle for the immediate prospective, the distal for the distal prospective. The 
anaphoric demonstrative corresponding to a referent which is known by the speaker is not 
temporally marked, and the demonstrative which corresponds to a referent known by the 
addressee is used for past (immediate or remote). Lastly, the demonstrative used for 
indicating that the spatial distance is unknown also denotes an uncertain future. For Pilagá 
and Toba? (Guaykuruan) it is argued by Vidal and Klein (1998) that the distal markers ga' in 
Pilagá and ka in Toba?, attached to demonstratives and nouns among others, also express, by 
semantic extension, a hypothetical or unrealized event. In Zapotec (Otomanguean), Fenton 
(2010) also shows a spatial-temporal relation for one of the determiners, the distal/invisible ki 
which is equally used for past reference. A more detailed distinction between remote past 
(through the invisible) and close past (through the proximal) is also discussed (Fenton 2010: 
136).  
In Wolof (Niger-Congo), Robert (2006) shows how the deictic suffixes largely organize the 
language by combining spatial and temporal reference for the predicate and the subordination, 
though they do not encode temporally the nouns (see Table 6).  
 
Localization (in space, time or discourse) relative to the speaker 
 proximity distance absence 
 -i -a -u 
Noun proximal 

definite 
distal 
definite 

indefinite 
relative/interrogative 

Predicate proximal 
present 

distal 
present 

negation/passive 

Subordination close past remote past future/hypothetical 
Table 6. Semantics and uses of deictic affixes in Wolof (Robert 2006: 168) 
 
At this stage, it is difficult to draw any cross-linguistic tendencies for the mapping of space 
and time as expressed by deictic suffixes. Nordlinger and Sadler (2004: 800-801) note some 
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tendencies towards nominal tense based on a wide range of languages. They show that tense 
is the first distinction to be encoded in nominals, with the past vs. non-past distinction being 
the minimal one. Further distinctions can be made for mood but no distinctions have been 
found for aspect. The small sample of languages presented above, and summarized in Table 7, 
shows that although the proximal is often used for the present and the distal for hypothetical 
and future reference, more subtle distinctions are encoded for the various types of past (close, 
remote) and future (immediate, distal). This small sample also shows that in some languages 
the same deictics are used to encode both temporal and spatial reference (Pomak, Nêlêmwa, 
Movima) while in others they specialize in either one or the other (Mojeño Trinitario, Somali). 
Moreover, tense encoded through deictics can co-occur with verbal tense (Pomak, Somali) or, 
more rarely, it can express tense on its own (Chamicuro). Further research is clearly needed 
on this topic in order to draw some conclusions as to the encoding of space and time across 
the world's languages.  
 
Language Family Space   &  Time        
Zapotec Otomanguean proximal/ 

near past  
 distal, invisible/ 

remote past 
      

Movima Unclassified 
(Bolivia) 

presential/ 
non-past 

absential/ 
immed.past 

past       

Nêlêmwa Oceanic proximal/ 
present 

middle/immed. 
prospective 

distal/distal 
prospective 

addressee/ 
past 

unmarked 
/uncertain 
future 

    

Pilagá,  
Toba? 

Guaykuruan   distal/hypothetical, 
unrealized 

      

Pomak Slavic speaker/ 
present 

addressee/past distal/future, 
habitual 

Ø/irrealis      

Wolof Niger-Congo proximal/ 
near past 

 distal/remote past indefinite/ 
future-
hypothetical 

     

 Table 7: Time and space reference in deictics in a small number of languages 
 
 
9. Summary and conclusion 
 
The study of the Pomak vernacular spoken in the Xanthi prefecture (Greece) reveals an 
interesting use of the definite articles and demonstratives for temporal and modal reference, 
alongside their more well-known spatial reference in Balkan Slavic. The analysis of the 
Pomak data within Culioli's situational anchoring framework allows the identification of the 
parameters that trigger either the temporal or the spatial set of uses, namely the relation 
between the process situation (Sit2) and the utterance situation (Sit0). On one hand, a three-
way spatial distinction is encoded in nominals when the utterance situation and the process 
situation coincide (Sit2=Sit0). On the other hand, temporal reference is triggered when the 
process situation is different from the utterance situation, Sit2≠Sit0 (realis mode), with a past 
vs. future distinction, or when there is no relation between the process situation and the 
utterance situation, Sit2ωSit0 (irrealis mode). This temporal reference does not apply only to 
the noun phrases but also extends to larger syntactic domains and more specifically to clause-
combining with the formation of relative pronouns and temporal subordinators (Adamou 
2010). This extensive use of deictics for temporal reference is a rare phenomenon among 
Slavic languages, even though it could prove to be a more common one cross-linguistically. 
More research is needed, both from a synchronic and a diachronic perspective, on this 
phenomenon that hitherto has received no attention in Slavic studies.     
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Abbreviations 
ACC - accusative; AUX - auxiliary; DAT/GEN -dative/genitive; DEF.A - definite addressee’s 
sphere; DEF.D - definite distal; DEF.S - definite speaker’s sphere; E - elicited; EVID - evidential; 
F - female; FUT - future; HAB - habitual; IMP - imperative; IRR irrealis; PAST - past; M - male; 
MOD modality; N - neuter; NEG - negation; POSS - possessive; PRF - perfect; P.PRF - past perfect; 
REFL - reflexive; S - spontaneous 
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